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Abstract 
We show that the following statement is independent of and consistent with the usual 
axioms of set theory: If X is a hereditarily normal compact space, in which every regular 
closed set is a G,, then in X every closed set is a G,. 
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0. Introduction 
In this paper we are concerned with the class of hereditarily normal spaces, in 
which every regular closed subset is a G,-set. In Section 1 some other characteris- 
tics of this class are given and it seems to be rather a natural one between T, 
(hereditarily normal spaces) and T6 (perfectly normal spaces), though the author 
does not know whether it is true in ZFC that this class is wider than T6. 
Below we consider the similar question for compact spaces: Is the class of 
hereditarily normal compact spaces, in which every regular closed subset is a 
G,-set, wider than the class of perfectly normal compact spaces? We show that the 
answer depends on additional set-theoretic assumptions. In Section 2 we prove 
that the Stone-Tech compactification of Ostaszewski’s famous space (constructed 
using Jensen’s principle 0) is hereditarily normal and its regular closed sets are G, 
but it is not perfect. In Section 3 using the well-known result of Szentmiklossy that 
under MA + TCH every compact space of countable spread is perfectly normal 
we prove that under MA + (2”‘o = w,) every hereditarily normal compact space, in 
which regular closed subsets are G,, must be perfectly normal. 
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It is a pleasure to thank Professor A.V. Arhangel’skii for bringing the question 
mentioned above to my attention and for many valuable remarks. 
Recall that a subset F of a topological space X is said to be regular closed if F 
is the closure of an open subset of X. We say that a topological space X is 
K-perfect if every regular closed subset of X is a G,-set in X (normal K-perfect 
spaces are called “perfectly K-normal” in [61). Subsets A and B of a topological 
space X are said to be separated if An B = B n A = @. 
1. 
In this section we give two more characteristics of a hereditarily normal 
K-perfect space. 
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a T,-space. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) X is hereditarily normal and K-perfect. 
(ii) X is normal and hereditarily K-perfect. 
(iii) For every pair of separated subsets A, B c X there exists a continuous function 
f: X-+ R such thatf(x)> 0 WheneverxEAandf (xl<0 wheneverxEB. 
Proof. The equivalence (i) @ (iii) is actually established in [6] (see the characteristic 
of a hereditarily normal space given in [2, Theorem 2.7.11). The implication (iii) * 
(ii) is clear since (iii) implies (i) and (iii) is a hereditary property. So we shall prove 
(ii) * (iii). 
Let A, B be arbitrary separated sets in X. Then B\Ais open in the subspace 
AU B, which is K-perfect, and B cB\AcB, hence B = B\A is a G,-set in 
AUB. Since the subspace AU B is normal, there exists a continuous function 
g : AUB + [w such that g(x) > 0 for all x and g-‘(O) = B [2, Corollary 1.5.111. 
After replacing the letters A and B with each other we conclude that there also 
exists a continuous function h : AU B + R such that h(x) < 0 for all x and 
h-‘(O) =A. Since X is normal, we can extend the function g + h, defined on 
XU B, over X and obtain a required function f. 0 
2. 
Now we show that the existence of a hereditarily normal K-perfect compact 
space, which is not perfectly normal, is consistent with ZFC. Here we denote by 
cl,U the closure of a subset U of a topological space X, pX is the Stone-Tech 
compactification of X. 
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a normal space, 5 E fix/X and Y?? = X U {5) c PX. If U CX 
and cl&l is a G,-set in X, then cl&J is a G&-set in 2. 
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Proof. Since X is open in k, cl,U is a G,-set in 8. So it remains to check the case 
cl## cl,U, i.e., 5 E cl&J. In this case if X\cl,U= Uz=,F,, where each F,, is 
closed in X, then, since X is normal, for every 12 5 4 cl2F,, so each F,, is closed in 
X and X\clgU = IJ t= 1F, is an F,-set in 8. 0 
Proposition 2.2. Let X be a hereditarily normal K-perfect space, 5 E pX\X and 
J!? = X u (5) c PX. Then the space d is hereditarily normal and K-perfect. 
Proof. It is easy to see that for every T,-space X and a point 5 E X if the space 
X = X\ 15) is hereditarily normal, then X is hereditarily normal too. Let us prove 
that X is K-perfect. 
Since X is dense in X, it is sufficient to show that if U is an open subset in X, 
then cl,,+ is a G,-set in 8. The space X is supposed to be K-perfect, so cl,U is a 
G,-set in X and, according to Lemma 2.1, cl&I is a G,-set in X. 0 
Ostaszewski in [5] assuming Jensen’s combinatorial principle 0 has constructed 
a perfectly normal countably compact space X such that /?X\X consists of one 
point 5. Hence pX is not perfectly normal and, according to Proposition 2.2, since 
X is perfectly normal, pX = XU ([} is hereditarily normal and K-perfect. So we 
obtain 
Theorem 2.3. Assume 0. There exists a hereditarily normal K-perfect compact space 
d which is not perfectly normal. 
3. 
Below we prove some further properties of hereditarily K-perfect compact 
spaces. Denote by nw(X>, t(X), s(X), hd(X), hi(X) respectively netweight, 
tightness, spread, hereditary density and hereditary Lindeliif degree of a space X 
(see [2,31). Recall that a point p E X is said to be a point of complete accumulation 
of a subset S cX if IU n SI = ISI for every neighbourhood U of p. 
Theorem 3.1. Zf X is a hereditarily K-perfect compact space, then t(X) = wO. 
Proof. Suppose t(X) > wO. Then, as it is proved in [4], X contains a free sequence 
S={p,: CYEWJ of 1 ength or, which converges to a certain point p E X. Take an 
arbitrary uncountable subset A c S such that B = S\A is also uncountable. Since 
S is discrete (in itself), A is an open subset of the subspace 3, which is K-perfect, 
so x is a G,-set in 3. Then, since kn B = fl and p E A, there exists an open set 
U c X such that p E U and B \ U is uncountable, which contradicts the assump- 
tion that S converges to p. q 
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Proposition 3.2. Let X be a hereditarily K-perfect compact space, hd(X) < r, where r 
is a cardinal such that cf(r) > we. Then X does not contain any discrete subspace of 
cardinality r. 
Proof. Suppose S cX, ISI = T and S is discrete (in itself). Let F be the set of all 
points of complete accumulation of the set S. As we have assumed, there exists a 
subset F, c F such that & = F and IF,1 G T. According to Theorem 3.1, t(X) = wO, 
every point of the set F, is a point of complete accumulation of S, therefore we 
can choose by transfinite induction a subset A c S such that IS\Al = r and 
F, CA. Then F = & CA. 
Since S is discrete, A is an open subset of the subspace 3, which is K-perfect, so 
x is a G,-set in 3. Then, since An @\A) = @, IS\& = 7 and cf(r) > wa, there 
exists an open set U CX such that AC U and IS\ UI = 7. X is a compact space, 
hence there exists a point of complete accumulation of the set S in X\U [2, 
Exercise 3.12.11. Since F CAC U, this contradicts the assumption that F is the set 
of all points of complete accumulation of S. 0 
Corollary 3.3. If X is a hereditarily K-perfect compact space, then X does not contain 
any discrete subspace of cardinality 2”~. 
Proof. Suppose S cX, ISI = 2”o and S is discrete (in itself). According to Theorem 
3.1, t(x) = wo, therefore nw@> = 2”‘” (closures of countable subsets of S form a 
network in S). Applying Proposition 3.2 to the compact space 3 and r = 2”0, we 
have the contradiction. q 
Recall that a topological space X is said to be monolithic if nw@) < ISI for 
every subset S cX. 
Corollary 3.4. If X is a monolithic, hereditarily K-perfect compact space, then X is 
perfectly normal. 
Proof. If X is a monolithic space, then clearly hi(X) = s(X), so it is sufficient to 
prove that X does not contain any discrete subspace of cardinality oi. 
Suppose S CX, ISI = wi, and S is discrete (in itself). Since X is a monolithic 
space, nw@> < w1 and, applying Proposition 3.2 to the compact space 3 and 
r = oi, we have the contradiction. 0 
Proposition 3.5. Assume 2”o = a+. If X is a hereditarily K-perfect compact space, 
then s(X) = wO. 
Proof. It follows from Corollary 3.3 that s(X) < oi. Applying Theorem 3.1 and 
Shapirovskii’s theorem [3] we conclude hd(X) <s(X) * t(X)‘= a+, so, according 
to Proposition 3.2, s(X) = wO. 0 
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Remark. It is an open question whether Proposition 3.5 is true in ZFC. 
Szentmiklossy in [7] assuming Martin’s axiom and negation of the continuum 
hypothesis has proved that if X is a compact space and s(X) =wO, then X is 
perfectly normal. It is known that the conjunction MA + (2”o = w2) is consistent 
with ZFC [l], so from Szentmiklossy’s theorem and Proposition 3.5 we obtain the 
following consistency result. 
Theorem 3.6. Assume MA + (2”o = wz>. If X is a hereditarily K-perfect compact 
space, then X is perfectly normal. 
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